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Use of emission-line intensities for a self-consistent determination of the particle densities
in a transient plasma

L. Gregorian, V. A. Bernshtam, E. Kroupp, G. Davara,* and Y. Maron
Faculty of Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

~Received 11 June 2002; published 15 January 2003!

A method for a self-consistent determination of the time history of the electron density, electron temperature,
and ionic charge-state composition in a multicomponent plasma, using time-dependent measurements and
calculations of absolute emission-line intensities, is presented. The method is applied for studying the proper-
ties of an imploding gas-puffZ-pinch plasma that contains several oxygen ions up to the fifth ionization stage.
Furthermore, by using intensity ratios of lines from different ion species, the electron temperature was deter-
mined with a much improved accuracy, in comparison to previous spectroscopic studies of the same plasma.
The ion-density history obtained, together with the known time-dependent radial boundaries of the plasma
shell, allowed for tracking the rise in time of the mass swept by the magnetic field during the implosion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that measurements of spectral line intensi
are highly useful for the diagnostics of dense and hot p
mas@1#. However, interpretation of spectroscopic data m
be complicated and prone to misleading conclusions for p
mas that are not in ionization or a hydrodynamic steady st
An important example is imploding plasmas, or more s
cifically a Z-pinch plasma@2,3#, which is a cylindrical
plasma that implodes radially inward under azimuthal m
netic fields produced by a current in the axial direction.

In such a plasma, since the implosion occurs over a t
scale comparable to the ionization times of the ions,
level-population densities in a given plasma region view
by the spectroscopic system vary in time both due to
ionization processes and due to the flow of ions of differ
charge states into and out of this region. Also, at each ra
position the electron densityne varies in time due to ioniza
tion and plasma compression, and the electron tempera
Te varies due to the time-dependent heating and cooling
cesses. It is, therefore, highly important to formulate me
ods for a self-consistent determination of these parame
and the charge-state distribution as a function of time;
example, by using time-dependent line intensities obser
at any given position~radius in the present study! of the
plasma.

The use of line intensities for the determination of t
plasma parameters can be particularly important since o
spectroscopic methods may not be useful. For example,
determination ofne from Stark broadening may be impo
sible because of the opacity and ion-velocity effects on
line shapes@4#. The use of the Thompson scattering tec
nique @5# for the determination ofne and ni may also be
limited due to the difficulties in the data interpretation f
certain conditions of multispecies plasmas. In view of su
problems, it is evidently difficult to suggest a data-analy
method that can be useful for a broad range of paramete
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realistic approach would be to examine the parameter ra
for a specific situation in an attempt to elucidate an app
priate procedure for the determination of the plasma prop
ties.

Here, we describe the use of line intensities from vario
ion species in order to determine in a self-consistent way
histories of the electron and ion densities, the charge-s
composition, and the electron temperature in a moderate
sity, CO2 Z-pinch plasma. Time-dependent, collisiona
radiative~CR! calculations@6# are used to analyze the dat
The opacity effects are accounted for by using the esca
probability approximation@7#. The analysis method is base
on the dependence of the ratio between the population o
excited state of a certain ion species to the total density
that species on the electron density, and on the depend
of level-population ratios between excited states of differ
charge-state ions, residing at the same plasma region, on
electron temperature. It should be emphasized that the ca
lation procedures described here can be used for studying
plasma properties for any atomic or molecular ions.

In Sec. II we describe the gas-puffZ-pinch experiment
and the spectroscopic measurements. The data-ana
method, where two independent approaches for the dete
nation of ne are employed, is presented in Sec. III. Als
given in Sec. III is a discussion on the uncertainties of
analysis, thus allowing for a detailed comparison with t
results of other methods given in our separate studies@8,9#.
The calculation of the imploding-plasma mass, based on
particle densities obtained, is described in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT AND MEASUREMENTS

The experiment and the diagnostics used for the meas
ments are described in Refs.@10,11#. In brief, the annular
plasma is formed and imploded by a 5-kJ, 1-ms capacitor-
bank-driven discharge circuit, with the peak plasma co
pression occuring att;620 ns relative to the beginning o
the discharge. The initial plasma outer radius is.20 mm,
and the axial plasma length~anode-cathode gap! is 14 mm.
The diagnostic system used here consists of a 1.3-m nea
spectrometer and a high-speed streak camera, yielding
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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poral and spatial resolutions of 1 ns and 0.5 mm, resp
tively.

Throughout the implosion the plasma ionizes contin
ously, and line spectra of oxygen up to OVI are observed.
The charge-state radial distribution in the plasma was stu
previously@10#, where it was found that at each instant du
ing the implosion untilt.570 ns into the current pulse, th
higher charge-state ions reside at larger radii than the lo
charge-state ions, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. This observation
was explained by an ionization wave, propagating radia
inward faster than the plasma particles. This charge-state
tribution was recently used for the determination of the el
tron temperatureTe(r ,t) @8#, as briefly described in Sec
III B below.

The radial distribution of the charge-state densities can
used to define the plasma boundaries, as given in Fig. 1~b!.
The inner radius of the plasmaRmin(t) is defined as the
instantaneous radial position of the peak density of the sin
charged ions. The outer radiusRout(t) is defined as the in-
stantaneous radial position at which the peak line inten
from the highest charge state is observed. It should be n

FIG. 1. ~a! Radial distribution of oxygen charge states in t
plasma shell~spline over experimental points! at t5490 ns. Each
curve is scaled to unity at its peak experimental point~evidently this
figure does not yield the relative abundance of the charge sta!.
~b! The time-dependent boundaries of the imploding shell,Rout(t)
~solid line! andRin(t) ~dashed line!, and the inner boundary of th
entire plasma column,Rmin(t) ~dotted line!.
01640
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that at each instant the total light intensity, observed a
radius.0.5 mm larger thanRout(t), was found to be orders
of magnitude lower than in the plasma@10#, indicating that
all the plasma mass is involved in the implosion. We a
note that Rout(t) is the peak position of the measure
magnetic-field radial distribution@12#.

In this paper we mainly address the outer region of
plasma shell, here referred to as ‘‘the imploding shell.’’ Th
region is characterized by a density that is significan
higher than the rest of the plasma~as obtained from con-
tinuum radiation measurements@9#!, and by the highest ra
dial velocities of ions@10#, and it contains 70–80 % of the
plasma mass. Based on these criteria, the imploding-s
inner boundaryRin(t) is defined@see Fig. 1~b!#. The implod-
ing shell evidently contains the highest charge states in
plasma. In more detail, it contains OIV and OV ~besides a
small fraction of OVI! at t5490 ns, and OV and OVI at t
5535 andt5565 ns.

Here, we use time-dependent, end-on observations of
solute line intensities from the imploding plasma at seve
radial positions, for times betweent.490 to 570 ns. For
earlier times, line intensities were not sufficient to allow f
a reliable data analysis. For the measurements, we use
OIV 3s2S23p 2P and 3p 2P23d 2D lines at 3063.5
and 3411.8 Å, respectively, the OV 3s3S23p 3P and
3p 1P23d 1D lines at 2781.0 and 3144.7 Å, respective
and the OVI 3s2S23p 2P at 3811.35 Å. All lines selected
were optically thin@8#, therefore the upper-level population
are given bynu5I ul /@AulguVK(l)#, whereI ul is the abso-
lute line intensity,Aul is the Einstein coefficient,gu is the
degeneracy of the upper level, andV is the light-emitting
plasma volume.K(l) is the wavelength-dependent syste
sensitivity, determined from the system absolute calibrati
obtained for the entire spectral range using a deuterium
diation source of known intensity, and from the ligh
collection efficiency.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Determination of the electron density

As stated above, the goal of the present analysis is
determine the histories of the electron density and
charge-state composition. The analysis performed her
based on CR calculations in which the electron density,
electron temperature, the initial plasma composition, and
particle time-dependent source functions that simulate
continuous particle supply to the plasma are used as in
parameters. In order to examine the sensitivity of the cal
lation results to the various input parameters, we start
calculations using constant values ofne andTe , and a con-
stant number of ions for which the initial conditions~at t
50 of the calculations! are such that all particles reside
the ground state of a certain charge-state ion. This part
source is here referred to as ‘‘thed-source.’’ The level popu-
lations are calculated for several tens of nanoseconds, s
this is the typical range of the ionization times in the plasm
The relevant range ofne is known from measurements of th
continuum radiation@9#.
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These CR calculations provide a set of time-depend
upper ionic-level densitiesnu

a, j (t), the total charge-state den
sitiesntot

a (t), and the mean ionic chargeZ(t), wherea andj
are the charge state and the upper level, respectively. Le
definexa, j (ne ,Te ,t)5@nu

a, j /ntot
a #(t). As an example, the de

pendence ofxa on ne for different levels of OIV and OV,
obtained for a givenTe , t, and ad-source is shown in Fig. 2
The time dependence ofxa, calculated using typical value
of ne and Te and differentd-sources is shown in Fig. 3. In
this figure, it is seen thatxa for O IV and OV reach nearly
constant values after;4 and 25 ns, respectively. The ioniz
tion times of OIII and of OIV, as observed experimentall
are longer, thus justifying the use of a constant, tim
averaged valuex̄6Dx for the calculations. This is found to
be correct for all charge states here studied.

The total ion density for the charge-statea is then calcu-
lated from the population of the upper-levelj ,

Ntot
a, j5

nu
a, j~expt.!

xā
, ~1!

wherexā is a constant value obtained as described abo
For the cases where several lines of the same charge-sta

FIG. 2. Typical results for the ratiosx for various upper energy
levels of OIV and OV as a function of the electron density, obtain
from CR calculations usingTe510 eV and ad-source~see text! at
the ground state of OIII at t50. The calculation results shown ar
for t520 ns. All the upper-level populations are divided by t
degeneracy, as throughout the entire paper.
01640
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are measured, we use averages over the various levelsj to
obtain a total charge-state densityNtot

a . The first iteration
then gives the oxygen-ion densityNtot

O 5(aNtot
a and the total

electron densityNe
O5(aZa

ONtot
a,O due to the oxygen ions.

In order to determine the total electron density, one u
the samene andTe as for oxygen for CR calculations of th
relative charge-state abundance for carbon~since the gas
used is CO2). SinceNtot

C 50.5Ntot
O , these calculations yield

the absolute carbon-ion charge-state abundance, and the
electron density is then given byNe5(aZa

ONtot
a,O

1(bZb
CNtot

b,C , whereb is the charge state of the carbon io

and Ntot
b,C is the total density of the charge-stateb. Let us

definedne5(Ne2ne)/ne , wherene is the input value of the
electron density in the CR calculations andNe is the calcu-
lated density. Repeating the calculation procedure iterativ
to minimize dne , then allows for the determination of th
electron density. Given in Table I are the calculation resu
for O IV, OV, and OVI, obtained usingTe510.5 eV and ad-
source supplied to the OIV ground state, demonstrating th

FIG. 3. Calculated ratiosx(t) for upper energy levels of OIV
and OV, obtained usingne5431017 cm23 andTe510 eV. In the
calculations,d-sources were used at the ground state of OIII ~solid
line! and at the ground state of OIV ~dashed line!. Results are given
for the OIV 3d 2D level ~a! and for the OV 3d 1D level ~b!.
n of
pec-
TABLE I. Example of the iterative calculation procedure described in Sec. III A for the determinatio
the electron densityNe at t5490 ns.ZO andZC are the mean charge state for oxygen and carbon, res
tively, andNi

O is the total oxygen-ion density (ne is the assumed electron density!.

Te ~eV! ne (1017 cm23) ZO ZC Ni
O (1017 cm23) Ne (1017 cm23) dne

10.5 3.8 4.1 3.9 0.57 3.45 0.09
3.7 4.1 3.9 0.58 3.51 0.05
3.6 4.1 3.9 0.60 3.63 20.0083
3.4 4.0 3.9 0.64 3.81 20.12
3.0 4.0 3.9 0.75 4.46 20.49
4-3
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convergence procedure fordne for several values ofne .
Table II gives the results forNe and the oxygen charge

state composition, determined for three instants during
implosion. Such calculations were performed for the vario
charge states at different times and radii, giving a comp
radial mapping ofne in the plasma@9#.

We note that the use of a constant value ofne for analyz-
ing the data for each instant in such a rapidly ionizing plas
is possible due to the high rates of the atomic processe
was verified that the response time of level populations
the population ratios to rapid variations inne for the present
densities and temperatures is much shorter~1–3 ns! than the
observation time interval of.10 ns@8#.

B. Time dependence of the line intensities

In this section we describe an analysis of the plasma p
erties that utilizes line emission from two charge states
are similarly abundant in the plasma, as commonly occur
transient plasmas. The analysis is demonstrated here fo
outer ~and most dense in this experiment! region of the im-
ploding plasma that contains OV and OVI during the latter
stages of the implosion.

In this analysis, we use the measured time-depend
populationsnu of upper levels of transitions of two succe
sive charge-statesa anda11 that are similarly abundant a
a given time and radial position, yielding the rat
g j ,k

a,a11(expt.)5nu
a11,j /nu

a,k , wherej andk are levels of the
charge-statesa anda11, respectively. Time-dependent C
modeling of the plasma at the same radial position is t
performed to calculate the ratiog j ,k

a,a11(calc.) for the same
levels j and k, which is then used to best fit the time
dependent experimental ratio. The calculations are
formed iteratively, using various simple functionsne(t) and
Te(t). For the first iteration, we use fort50 the initial
charge-state composition obtained in Sec. III A~Table II!,
ne(t) chosen to best fit the data points ofNe ~Table I!, and
Te(t) chosen to best fit the data points taken from the an
sis described in Ref.@8#.

The ratioga,a11, as well as the time-dependent ratio
the total charge-state densitiesNtot

a11/Ntot
a , are both sensitive

to ne and especially toTe , resulting from the dependence o
the ionization time of the charge-statea on Te . Therefore,
this analysis allowsTe(t) to be determined self-consistent
with both ne(t) and the charge-state composition. This c
be further used to examine the accuracy of the results g
in Ref. @8#, where Te(r ,t) was obtained from upper-leve
population ratios within the same charge state, that w
shown to be insensitive tone . It should also be emphasize

TABLE II. Summary of results for the plasma parameters
three times during the implosion.nO IV-nO VII are the relative densi
ties ~normalized to 1! of the charge states OIV-O VII , respectively.

t ~ns! Te ~eV! Ne (1017 cm23) ZO nO IV nO V nO VI nO VII

490 10.5 3.6 4.1 0.11 0.67 0.22 0.0
535 12.0 4.0 4.7 0.01 0.31 0.63 0.0
565 13.0 6.0 4.8 0.01 0.26 0.65 0.0
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that this approach for the analysis is advantageous due to
independence ofg(expt.) on the absolute calibration of th
spectroscopic system.

An example of this analysis is given in Fig. 4, where t
experimental level-population ratios 3p 2P (OVI)/3p 3P
~OV! and 3p 2P (OVI)/3d 1D ~OV!, obtained for the time
period betweent5490 and 570 ns, corresponding to the r
dial positions atr 516.5 and r 58 mm, respectively, are
shown. Also given in Fig. 4 are the best-fit calculations of t
ratios g(calc.), where the starting time for the calculatio
(t50) corresponds to the experimental time oft5490 ns.

Figure 5 givesne(t) andTe(t) obtained iteratively to pro-
vide the best fit of the calculatedg(calc.) tog(expt.). For
comparison, also given are the electron densityNe at three
instants, obtained in the preceding section, and the d
points for Te given in Ref.@8#. Ne and ne(t) are found to
agree, to within the uncertainty of the absolute calibrat
~discussed in the following section! that affects the determi
nation ofNe .

Te(t) is found to be in an excellent agreement with t
points obtained in Ref.@8#. Moreover, it should be empha
sized that due to the high sensitivity ofg(calc.) to the choice
of the functionTe(t), the time-dependent analysis allows f
a detailed examination of the time history ofTe , as will be
described below.

The calculated time-dependent ion charge-state comp
tion, obtained in the best-fit calculation~Fig. 4!, is given in
Fig. 6~a!. The initial composition~at t50) is obtained from
Table II. Figure 6~b! gives the calculated total ion-densit

history, determined using the relationni(t)5ne(t)/@
2
3 ZO(t)

1 1
3 ZC(t)#, whereZO(t) andZC(t) are the mean ion charge

obtained from the CR calculations for oxygen and carb

FIG. 4. Experimental and calculated population ratiosg(expt.)
andg(calc.) of the OVI 3p 2P to the OV 2s 3p 3P level densities
~a! and of the OVI 3p 2P to the OV 2s 3d 1D level densities~b!.
The CR calculations start att50, corresponding to the experimen
tal time of 490 ns~see text!.

t
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USE OF EMISSION-LINE INTENSITIES FOR A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016404 ~2003!
respectively. The ion density obtained was found to be
agreement to within;20% with the results given in Ref.@9#,
where the density was determined using the measured
radial velocities and ionization times for the different char
states.

C. Error analysis

We now examine the uncertainty in the procedures
scribed above for the determination of the electron den
and the charge-state composition, by considering the un
tainties in the data and in the modeling. The contributions
the uncertainties in the data were found to be as follows:
error inDnu due to the error in the absolute calibration of t
spectroscopic system was.40%, resulting in an uncertaint
of .20% in the calculated value ofNe , but not affecting
g(expt.). The statistical error inDnu , due to the discharge
irreproducibility, was ;10%, resulting in an error
Dg(expt.) of;15%. The statistical uncertainty in the ca
culated ion-densityNtot

a due to the averaging over sever
upper levelsj was;10%. For the calculations described
Sec. III A, the uncertainty inTe as given in Ref.@8# was
found to affect the uncertainties both in the composition a
in the density. For the example given in Table I abo
DTe51.5 eV resulted in variations of;30% and;20% in
the values ofNe and the charge-state composition, resp
tively. An additional experimental uncertainty was in th
time of each data point, such as those given in Table
typically 65 ns.

The uncertainties in the CR modeling for the calculatio
discussed in Sec. III A include those due to the selection
the source functions, and due to the use of time-avera
values ofxa. The effect of both contributions gives rise to a

FIG. 5. ~a! Te(t) used for the best-fit calculation~Fig. 4!. Also
shown are the data points obtained from Ref.@8#. ~b! ne(t) used for
the best-fit calculation, shown together with the data points forNe

calculated using the procedure described in Sec. III A.
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uncertainty of;10% in the value ofNe obtained. In the
time-dependent calculations, the best-fitting procedure
lowed for an independent examination of the sensitivity
g(calc) to variations inne(t), Te(t), and the initial charge-
state composition, which in turn allowed for reliably dete
mining these parameters. The resulting uncertainty inne(t)
was found to be;25%, and the uncertainty in the OVI

relative density was;20%.
It was found thatg(calc.) is mostly sensitive to variation

in Te(t), as demonstrated in Fig. 7, where calculations
g(calc.) using different functionsTe(t) are presented. Also
given in this figure are the data points ofTe taken from Ref.
@8# ~also given in Fig. 5 in the present paper!, the uncertainty
in each being61 eV. It is evident that much smaller varia
tions inTe , of up to60.5 eV for the examples given, resu
in significant variations ing(calc.). It can therefore be con
cluded that this high sensitivity ofg(calc.) toTe(t) allowed
for two improvements in the determination ofTe(t). First, it
yielded a reduction in the uncertainty of each data point
Te ~as shown in Fig. 7!, and it provided the time dependenc
of Te(t), rather than a simple interpolation of the data poin

IV. DISCUSSION

The time-dependent ion density obtained above@Fig.
6~b!#, together with the known time-dependent radial po
tion of the imploding-shell boundaries@Fig. 1~b!#, allows for
tracking the rise in time of the plasma mass within this sh
The mass obtained, together with the known time-depend
mass of the low-density plasma present ahead of the imp
ing shell, then allows for examining quantitatively the initi
radial distribution of the gas mass.

The imploding-shell mass is calculated for the timest

FIG. 6. ~a! The charge-state composition history obtained fro
the best-fit calculation ofg(calc.) in Fig. 4. ~b! The total ion-
density history in the imploding plasma shell, obtained usingne(t)
from Fig. 5, and the average ionic chargeZ(t), calculated by ac-
counting for the contributions of both oxygen and carbon.
4-5
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GREGORIAN, BERNSHTAM, KROUPP, DAVARA, AND MARON PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 016404 ~2003!
5490, 535, and 570 ns, giving 2.660.5, 3.260.6, and 3.4
60.6 mg/cm, respectively. At these times the implodin
shell width is.1.5 mm, while the entire plasma shell is;6
mm wide @see Fig. 1~b!#. Based on other data ofni(r ,t)
presented in Ref.@9#, it is also known that the mass of th
low-density plasma~consisting of OII and OIII ! ahead of the
imploding shell is only;30% of the mass of the entir
plasma column. In more detail, the mass of this plasma,
example at t5490 and t5535 ns, is 1.060.3 and 0.8

FIG. 7. An example of the effect ofTe(t) on g(calc.). ~a! The
ratio of the OVI 3p 2P to the OV 2s 3p 3P level densities, calcu-
lated for the three functionsTe(t) given in ~b!, shown together with
the data points ofg(expt.). The solid, dashed, and dotted curves
~a! correspond to the solid, dashed, and dotted curves in~b!, respec-
tively. For comparison, also given in~b! are the data points ofTe as
in Fig. 5~a!.
d.

o

ia

01640
r

60.3 mg/cm, respectively. Evidently, the rise in the mass
the imploding shell is due to the sweeping of part of t
dilute plasma into the imploding shell, where the dilu
plasma is continuously provided with particles from the g
ahead of the plasma column.

Accounting for both the imploding-shell and the dilu
plasma layer, the rise in the mass of the entire plasma
tained from these values is thus found to be small,;10%
betweent5490 and 535 ns. This shows that the sweeping
new gas particles at the ionization frontRmin(t) is small. It
can, therefore, be concluded that the plasma column h
nearly hollow geometry. Such an information on the init
gas profile in gas-puffZ-pinch plasmas is usually obtaine
from measurements using various ionization gauges prio
the high-voltage discharge.

A detailed discussion on the ionization dynamics and
energy balance for the entire plasma, and particularly on
mechanisms sustaining the propagation of the ioniza
wave, is given in Refs.@8,9#.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, an analysis of spectral line intensities fo
self-consistent, relatively highly accurate determination
the electron density, electron temperature, and ionic cha
state composition as a function of time and radial position
an imploding plasma is presented. The logical steps in s
an analysis may be different for different experimental p
rameters. However, similar considerations can be applie
various conditions of plasmas that are not in ionization eq
librium and that are characterized by time-varying dens
temperature, and composition.
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